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Guide Sam Hagan, Board Member Beverly Johnson and Milky 
Way Farm Manager Jeremy Johnson had a good morning.

Jamison Hall in The Factory at Franklin provided a great setting.

OOUR 14TH ANNUAL GOVERNOR’S ONE SHOT 
Turkey Hunt was  the inaugural kick-off event to 
Tennessee’s  spring turkey season. It was  a huge success. 
Men, women, and children from all over the United 
States  flock to participate in Tennessee’s  social event of 
the year. Sportsmen and women, celebrities, and 
outdoor enthusiasts gather to support a worthwhile 
cause and celebrate their love of  wild turkey hunting. 
  The event was  held at a new venue this  year, The 
Factory at Franklin in Franklin, Tennessee on April 3rd 
and 4th. Participating hunters  and guides  were greeted 
with premium gift bags of more than $300 worth of 
merchandise and exclusive One Shot items. Over 100 
hunters  paired with experienced guides  set out to 
harvest a gobbler with exclusive access  to private land. 
Many wounded soldiers  were also sponsored to hunt by 
generous donors.
   It was an honor and an unforgettable experience to 
share opening day of Spring Turkey Season in 
Tennessee. We enjoy the opportunity to gather with 
outdoorsmen and women who want to share their 
hunting adventures, partake in a great hunt and enjoy 
an evening of  entertainment. 

  After the morning hunt, and the turkeys  had been 
checked in by our TWRA partners, the evening’s 
activities began. There was  definitely something for 
everyone! Friends  – old and new – recount stories  from 
the morning hunt during the banquet dinner. Attendees 
placed bids on silent auction items  and raffled for 
merchandise geared toward outdoor lifestyles. 
Comedian Killer Beaz performed for the crowd before 
the awards  presentation and live auction. The live 
auction featured exceptional hunting and fishing trips, 
firearms, shooting packages, hunting blinds  and other 
rare items such as a custom framed signed document by 
President Andrew Jackson.
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Let	 the	 season	 begin...
the	 2015	 Tennessee	 Governor's
One	 Shot	 Turkey	 Hunt

  A social gathering was  held on Friday evening before 
the Saturday morning hunt with appetizers, 
refreshments  and an open bar. It gave guests the 
opportunity to visit and have a hands-on look at the  
live auction items scheduled for Saturday night.



  This  year’s  event was  our largest and most successful 
so far. We are very appreciative and thankful to our 
One Shot sponsors  and supporters. With the help of 
those who participated and contributed, we were able 
to raise needed money to benefit our programs. 
Proceeds  from the event go to advance our mission 
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Silver Star Medal of  Valor recipient Christian Brown was 
sponsored to hunt by a generous donor.

Birds were checked in by TRWA volunteers Fay Hickerson, 
Tabitha Lavacot and Russ Skoglund.

David Hale and Harold Knight of Knight & Hale Game Calls 
with TWRF Executive Director Julie Schuster.

Beautiful weather and determination accounted for 51 birds 
checked in.

and help support programs  for TWRA. Those 
contributions  make such a difference in helping us 
achieve our goals. 
  We are already looking forward to next year and 
making One Shot even better and more exciting for 
2016. Hope to see you there! 
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TNSPP
Tennessee	 Scholastic
Pistol	 Program

THE SCHOLASTIC PISTOL PROGRAM (SPP) 
announced the Tennessee Wildlife Resources 
Foundation has  been named the State Advisor for TN. 
TWRF will manage the Scholastic Pistol Program in 
the state.
  State advisors  play a critical role in SPP shooting 
activities within their respective states, promoting the 
principles  of the SPP and acting in the program’s  best 
interests. They are also the program’s  “resource 
central” for their states. Advisors respond to inquiries 
about SPP, assist in program activities, encourage 
participation and the formation of new teams, and 
provide important program information to team 
coaches, shooting facilities, and other organizations 
hosting SPP teams.
  TWRF Executive Director, Julie Schuster, conveyed 
her excitement about the foundation managing the 
program. “This  is a great opportunity to introduce the 
youth of Tennessee to another shooting sport that 
teaches numerous  disciplines  that positively affect our 
society. Plus, it’s  really fun! We’re looking forward to 
growing the program in Tennessee.”
  As  the unique, nonprofit arm of the Tennessee 
Wildlife Resources  Agency (TWRA), the foundation’s 
shared mission with the agency is  to involve and 
educate the state’s  youth in the outdoors  and shooting 
sports. TWRA has expressed its  support of TWRF’s 
role in SPP.

Opening ceremony of the 2015 SPP State Championship 
held at Carroll County Shooting Sports Park.

  Lacey Lane of McKenzie will be the Tennessee SPP 
Director working for TWRF. Lacey graduates in 
December with a bachelor’s  degree in Natural 
Resource Management – Wildlife/ Fisheries  from UT 
Martin. She has  grown up in the Scholastic Clay Target 
Program since she was  15, shooting on the well-known 
McKenzie Girl’s  SCTP team. She is  very familiar with 
the SPP Program and will work with participants  across 
the state recruiting, assisting with hosted events, and 
promoting the program.
 “I’m thrilled to be working for the foundation and 
introducing students  to a sport I have been passionate 
about for many years,” commented Lane. “The 
shooting sports  has  opened many doors  for me, and I 
want to pass that on to others.”
  Executive Director Schuster recalls  her youth, “I loved 
the outdoors  as  a child, but didn’t have the chance to 
pursue hunting and/or shooting competitively. It just 
wasn’t an option back then. The outdoor opportunities 
available to young people today are exciting. It’s up to 
us  to make sure these opportunities  continue and are 
available to all of  Tennessee’s young adults.”

For more information on the Tennessee Scholastic 
Pistol Program or how to get a team started, contact 
Lacey Lane at llane@twrf.net or 731-415-0641.
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Changes	 to	 
License	 Fees

FFOR ONLY THE SECOND TIME IN 25 YEARS, 
the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA) is 
adjusting the way hunting and fishing licenses  and fees 
are structured in order to maintain its  successful 
wildlife, fisheries and education programs. The proposal 
includes  some incremental fee increases  and the 
inclusion of  new user groups. 
  It wasn’t too long ago that the sight of a white-tailed 
deer, a bald eagle or a wild turkey in Tennessee was  a 
rare treat. These and other key wildlife and fish are now 
thriving across  the state, thanks to intensive restoration 
and management by the TWRA.
  “The reality is  that managing our wildlife and fisheries 
has  never been more expensive than it is  today,” said 
TWRA Executive Director Ed Carter. “Our objective 
with this  decision is  to spread the cost of these 
programs  across  more user groups who utilize 
Tennessee’s public lands and waters.”

This license fee change is  the first since 2005, and only 
the second to be sought since 1990. It’s  also the smallest 
increase in TWRA’s  65-year history. The Agency, which 
is  funded almost exclusively by hunting and fishing 
licenses, boating registrations  and federal excise taxes 
on related equipment, has  seen operating costs increase 
dramatically. This  includes  everything from fertilizer to 
fish food and other essential expenses  over the last 10 
years.
  “We employ 46 fewer people Agency-wide now than 
we did eight years  ago, and salaries  and benefits  such as 
health insurance have increased significantly,” Carter 

said. “Our wildlife officers, biologists  and other staff do 
an incredible job, and we’re doing more work with 
fewer people than ever before to provide world-class 
outdoor opportunities.”
  Changes  to the way license fees  are structured can be 
found across  the board, which was  approved by the 
Tennessee Fish and Wildlife Commission in January. 
The new fee structure goes into effect on July 1, 2015. 
Tennessee hunting and fishing licenses  expired on Feb. 
28, and new licenses  will be on sale at the current prices 
from mid-February through the end of  June.
  Highlights  include: incremental increases  for resident 
hunting and fishing licenses;  elimination of certain 
short-term non-resident licenses;  a new fee for 
professional hunting and fishing guides;  new senior 
citizen license options;  and fees  related to the use of 
TWRA firing ranges, as  well as  for horseback, off-
highway vehicle and mountain bike riders  whose 
activities have a maintenance impact on state Wildlife 
Management Areas. More details  can be viewed at 
www.tnwildlife.org.
  “Our mission is  to manage the fish and wildlife of the 
state and their habitats for the use, benefit and 
enjoyment of the citizens  of Tennessee and its  visitors,” 
Carter said. “We take that responsibility very seriously 
and have been very successful in creating access  for all 
user groups to these incredible public resources. We’re 
now asking more of those users  to contribute to the 
effort.”
  

Only	 the	 second	 increase
in	 25	 years.
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million acres  of publicly accessible land. In the last 
decade alone, the Agency has  planted more than three 
million trees  and protected 42,000 acres of wetlands 
across the state. 
 Meanwhile, examples of significant cost increases 
abound: fish food pellets has  increased 76% since 2004, 
milo 150%, and farm diesel 58%. Items including 
vehicles, boats  and motors, pond liners  and other 
significant expenses  have all increased at or above the 
approximately 25% rate of inflation over the last 
decade.
  “This new fee structure will allow us  to continue doing 
the good work we do every day for Tennessee’s  wildlife 
and fisheries  into the foreseeable future, without having 
further cuts  to programs,” Carter said. “We don’t take 
these increases  lightly, which is  why this  is  only the 
second time in 25 years  that we’ve sought such an 
action. But it’s  the reality of today’s economy, and a 
burden we can all share incrementally.
 “There’s  no question that the world-class  hunting, 
fishing and outdoor recreation opportunities  available 
today in Tennessee simply didn’t exist 25 years  ago, and 
we’re excited to continue enhancing those resources  for 
the public good.”

.

  TWRA’s  success  stories are many. Plentiful wildlife 
such as white-tailed deer, wild turkeys, bald eagles, 
black bears  and wild elk were severely threatened well 
into the 20th century. All are thriving today, thanks  to 
the efforts  of TWRA. The Agency has  also stocked 
more than 100 million fish into Tennessee waters, and 
now manages  more than 250 public boat access  points 
across  the state. TWRA also oversees  more than 1.5 
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AMANDA WOODLEE GREW UP IN WARREN 
County and is  part of a large family that has lived in 
Middle Tennessee for generations. She moved to 
Nashville to attend college and now resides  in 
Murfreesboro. On weekdays  you will find her 
combining southern charm with business  logic and 
showcasing the strong work ethic she inherited from her 
parents. On weekends, she’s  riding down the road on    
a tandem bicycle or shopping at the farmer’s market.
  She’s  known as  “Mom” to her 5 year old daughter, 
Emma Kate. Amanda and Emma frequent parks  and 
hiking trails, and they know how to take a good nap in a 
hammock after a picnic lunch. 

TWRF's	 New
Office	 Manager
We've	 gained	 a	 great	 addition	 to	 
our	 team.

Emma is very excited that Amanda, “Mom” is joining the staff as 
TWRF’s Office Manager.

A
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GOOD HUNTIN’
GOOD GRILLIN’

It’s time to fire up the grill.  
This is a simple and tasty 
reward for some of  those 
challenging hunts.

INGREDIENTS
1½  pounds wild turkey breast
1  pound thick-cut peppered bacon
1  can pickled, sliced jalapeños

Marinade-
½  cup olive oil
2  tablespoons white vinegar
2  tablespoons Worcestershire Sauce
½  teaspoon ground pepper
2  cloves minced garlic, or 1 teaspoon garlic powder
1  teaspoon salt
1  tablespoon brown sugar

Grilled Wild Turkey Rolls Step 1: In a medium bowl, combine the marinade 
ingredients and mix well.

PREPARATION

That gobbler you worked so hard for deserves more 
than just the typical “roll in flour and drop in oil” 
treatment. Plus, it always made a mess around my stove 
and my house smells like fried oil for a few days. I 
discovered this recipe and gave it a try with a spring 
bird I harvested early in the season. It will be how I 
prepare my wild turkey from now on.  These rolls are 
very easy to make and go well with almost any 
beverage from lemonade to wine. I added a little cube 
of cream cheese in the middle of some before cooking 
and they were amazing too, kind of a wild turkey 
popper. It’s a great appetizer at a barbecue and also 
shows how good wild game can be to some non-
hunter guests. I think sirloin, chicken breast and 
venison would all be really delicious choices.

GAME PLAN

Step 2: Cut meat into 1½-inch cubes.  Add to the 
marinade in bowl. Let the meat marinade for a 
minimum of two hours.

Step 3: Cut each piece of bacon in half. Into the center 
of a bacon slice, place one slice of jalapeño over one 
cube of turkey.  Tightly roll bacon over the turkey and 
hold in place with a toothpick.

Source: SomethingSweetSomethingSalty.wordpress.com

Step 4: After cleaning the grill, heat to medium (around 
300°F – 350°F). Place rolls on their sides and cook 
slowly, turning every few minutes. Since the bacon 
grease will be dripping down, keep a spray bottle handy 
to chase away flare-ups.  When the bacon is fully 
cooked, the meat should be done.
Remove cooked turkey rolls from grill and let stand for 
a couple of minutes before serving.
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SSOME MONDAYS ARE JUST BETTER THAN  
others, most people can agree with that. On May 4th, a 
group of ladies  from all over the state gathered together 
to get hands-on experience with a pistol. They received 
invaluable instruction from Beretta USA representative 
Jess  Roberts  and TWRA instructors  at the very first 
Ladies  Pistol Shoot hosted by TWRF. It was  one of the 
best Mondays ever. 
   The setting for this  event was  even more impressive. If 
you have not visited the new Carroll County Shooting 
Sports Park in Huntingdon, TN, add this  place to your 
must-see list! Upon arrival, everyone gathered on the 
patio of the main building to meet each other, TWRA 
instructors, the TWRF team, and the people that make 
it all happen at the sports  park, Range Supervisor, Bill 

For	 some	 female	 gun	 owners	 it's	 
not	 just	 a	 hobby	 or	 a	 means	 for	 
self-defense,	 but	 a	 statement	 of	 
independence	 and	 personal	 power.

Lane and TN SPP State Director, Lacey Lane. After a 
warm welcome from the mayor of Carroll County, 
Kenny McBride, TWRF Board President, Beverly 
Johnson, and TWRF Executive Director, Julie Schuster, 
everyone takes a short walk to new Cowboy Town Pistol 
Range. As  you walk up, you can see the time and the 
care that has  been dedicated to making this place so 
unique, special, and best of all, functional. Each station 
has  a custom design that keeps the theme of an old wild 
west town. The sun was  out, the breeze was  perfect, and 
the ladies  were ready and jittery with pistols  in-hand on 
beautiful wood porches.

The	 Ladies	 
Pistol	 Shoot

Kate Cardin from Pulaski sights in on a steel target.
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AJ Bentz of Nashville takes aim with her new Beretta U22 Neos.

 With every lady feeling confident and having 
experience under her belt, it was  time to start the 
friendly competition! Everyone gathered together and 
took their turn racing the clock to hit all five targets  in 
the shortest amount of time. Bullets  were flying and 
everyone cheered. By the end it was  clear that a little 
practice in those few hours  really made the difference 
for everyone. 
Laughing and recalling the day’s  experience, the group 
returned to the main building and finished the day  
with a delicious  meal prepared by Mallards Restaurant 
of Huntingdon, TN. Pistols  and pie on a Monday.     
That’s pretty tough to beat! 
   
   
   

Carroll County Shooting Sports Park
Hours of Operation: Saturdays only 10am to dusk. 
Wed - Sun 2pm to dusk (Closed Mon & Tues) 
Carroll County's new Shooting Sports Park offers the 
sport shooter a great place to practice their sport.  
The new facility is located at 680 McAdoo Cemetery 
Road in Huntingdon, TN 38344.

Beretta USA representitive Jess Roberts instructs shooters 
on the focus stage of the SPP course.

 The instructors  went the extra mile to give each 
woman a customized, step-by-step lesson based on their 
level of experience with shooting. The lesson included 
how to load the pistol, proper shooting stance, and the 
best way to line up with your target. Safety was  always 
the top priority. You could see nervousness  melt as  the 
ladies  felt more comfortable with handling the weapon. 
Faces  immediately broke into smiles  when the first 
target was  hit. For the next couple of hours you could 
hear cheering and laughter from each station as  bullets 
pinged like bells on the targets.
  This was the first experience with a gun for some; 
others are avid hunters  and shooting sports  enthusiasts. 
Participant, Shannon Leigh said, “This  is  so 
empowering for us! To be able to know how to load and 
use a gun is  amazing.” Her sentiments  were echoed 
from everyone throughout the day’s activities. 
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Wild	 Game	 
Dinner

WWHEN THE SEASON COMES TO AN END AND  
springtime is  a few months away, there's  no better time 
to get together with fellow sportsmen for a little feast. 
Our first annual wild game dinner was  held at The 
Barn at Ellington Agricultural Center in Nashville on 
Thursday, February 19th.
  Sportsmen are used to dealing with harsh conditions, 
so the record cold spell and icy weather didn't keep 
anyone away. You could help yourself to a canoe filled 
with ice and beverages or order wine and mixed drinks 
from the bar. Appetizers  were served before dinner 
while everyone mingled and guests  got to sample a tasty 
mystery meat. Everyone entered a guess  as  to what it 
was  and they ranged from armadillos  to wildebeest. 
The correct guess however was beaver, trapped from 
the Hatchie River Wetlands Restoration Project. 

Nothing	 brings	 sportsmen	 
together	 like	 a	 meal	 from	 
the	 harvest.

Tennessee elk hunt. Board Member Coy Norris 
provided Florida alligator along with elk and venison 
sausage and former Board Member Chuck Elcan 
donated pheasant, duck and elk.
 The buffet style dinner also included dove, quail, 
turkey, wahoo, and Mahi-mahi, along with wild rice, 
green beans and Texas  toast. The meal was  prepared 
by chef Chris  Richter and his staff from Russell 
Catering. After dessert, a few items were auctioned 
including a duck hunting package, bronze elk, and 
wild turkey painting. The $100 donation included all 
food and beverages. The proceeds  from the evening 
went to support numerous TWRF programs.
  And speaking of dinners, TWRF will host the second 
annual wild game dinner next winter. We'll kick off the 
evening with another mystery meat. Perhaps 
wildebeest .

  Hunting and fishing is  a truly rewarding way to get 
our protein, and sharing the bounty with other 
sportsmen makes  the reward even better. All of the 
game was  donated by sportsmen who harvested fish 
and game from Tennessee to Montana. Heritage Club 
Member Shane Alexander provided elk from his 

You had to watch your fingers if you wanted to try the 
alligator appetizer.

Over 100 hunters and fishermen attended the dinner.
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Archery Deer Season begins on September 26.

Muzzleloader Deer Season begins on November 7.
Gun Deer Season begins on November 21.
Young Sportsman Deer Season begins October 31.

Dove Season begins on September1.
The 2016 Spring Turkey Season will start on April 2.

IMPORTANT 
DATES

Like us on Facebook:
facebook.com/TWRFInc

PARTING SHOT

Join us in supporting habitat conservation, 
responsible land stewardship and the 
preservation of  Tennessee's hunting and 
fishing heritage by becoming a TWRF member. 
Your donation will help ensure quality outdoor 
experiences for future generations. 
For more information please visit: twrf.net.
TWRF is a 501c (3) nonprofit organization.

TWRF NEWSLETTER is published seasonally by 
The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation
5000 Linbar Drive, Suite 275  Nashville, TN  37211
(615) 831-9311

Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/TWRF2013

and on Instagram:
instagram.com/TWRFoundation

facebook.
c o m /
TWRFInc

t w i t t e
r . c o m /
TWRF2013

t w i t t e
r . c o m /
TWRF2013

Shannon Leigh hits her target during the Ladies Pistol Shoot.

Laying the Foundation
for Our Agency’s 

Future

- Please Donate -http:/ /
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special needs
youth hunt

Giving Kids with Special Needs
the Opportunity to Hunt

TENNESSEE
WILDLIFE RESOURCES

FOUNDATION

A new event coming this Fall presented by:


